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Dough dividing

Dough 
divider 
SoČa

advantages:

High dividing accuracy.

Dough pieces shape regulation.

Possibility of dividing rye, 
mixed and wheaten dough.
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advantages:
High dividing accuracy.
Automatic lubrification of all mechanisms.
Dough pieces shape adjustment by diaphragm’s 
replacement. 
The knife’s lubrication prevents the dough from 
sticking.
All parts in contact with dough are made of 
alimentary irreproachable materials.
Simple access to all parts, which come in contact 
with dough allows easy and quick cleaning. 
Sturdy construction of the machine. 
The SOČA ATT type offers electronic parameters 
setting (capacity, dough pieces weight, deviation of 
dough piece weight), overview of statistics and new 
recipe inputting. 

Technological and technical characteristics:

Basic version of SoČa N includes:
-  stainless steel platings
-  flour dredger   
-  hopper 60 l
-  mouth-piece with diaphragms and automatic lubrication
- manual regulation of capacity and dough pieces’ weight

Basic version of SoČa NM includes:
-  stainless steel platings
-  flour dredger   
-  hopper 60 l
-  mouth-piece with diaphragms and automatic lubrication
- motor-driven regulation of capacity and dough pieces’ weight

Basic version of SoČa 5000 includes:
- stainless steel platings
-  flour dredger
-  hopper 60 l
-  manual regulation of dough pieces’ weight  (version SOČA 

5000 N)
- motor-driven continuously adjustable capacity (version 

SOČA NM, NMP)
- mouth-piece with two diaphragms
- lubrication of pushing and cutting knife 
- separate outlet conveyor drive

Basic version of SoČa a/aTT includes:
- dough divider SOCA NM
- automatic check-weigher ATT 
- servo-adjustment of dough pieces’ weight
- electronic capacity adjustment
- electronic control panel (PLC)
- automatic weight adjustment  according to the pre-set weight 

options for SoČa N, SoČa NM, SoČa 5000 & SoČa a/aTT
-  hopper 190 l
- hopper 235 l
- flour dredger with continuously adjustable dredging 

intensity

MACHINE SOČA N SOČA NM SOČA A/ATT

Machine capacity (pcs/h)* 800-2400 800-2400 800-2400

Range of dividing (g) 400-2500 400-2500 400-2500

Oil consumption for 1000 pcs/h (l) 0,15 0,15 0,15

Installed power (kW) 1,9 2,0 3,31

DIMENSIONS:

dimensions of the machine (mm) 1788x861x1613 1788x861x1613 -

dimensions of packed machine (mm) 1850x1030x1790 1850x1030x1790 -

The dimensions of the machine with 
automatic check-weigher - - 3240x1030x1790

machine weight with automatic check– 
weigher (kg) 865 865 1085

gross machine weight (kg) 920 920 1140

DoUGH DIVIDER SoČa
The dough dividers SOCA N and SOCA NM are automatic dough dividers designed for dividing of all types of 
dough, including soft and stiff types of dough, wheaten and especially rye dough types. The machine’s sturdy 
construction makes it particularly employable in semi-automatic and automatic make-up plants.
The two versions of the divider differ in the type of regulation of the dough pieces; while the dough pieces’ 
weight adjustment in the SOCA N is manual, this adjustment in the NM version is motor-driven.
The SOCA NM ATT equipped with an automatic check weigher, that ensures the maximum dividing accuracy 
by discarding the dough pieces that exceed the preset weight limits. 
The SOCA 5000 N differs from the basic version (SOCA N) by composing the divided dough pieces into a larger 
dough piece on the outlet conveyor.  
The SOCA 5000-9000 NMP is equipped with a pneumatically driven knife ensuring the composition of a larger 
dough piece without intermediate cutting. 
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* Capacity depends on dough weight and type.

MACHINE SOCA 5000 N  SOCA 5000 NM
  

SOCA 5000-9000 
NMP

Machine capacity (pcs/h)* 800-2400 800-2400 800-2400

Dividing range (g) 400-2500 400-2500 400-2500

Max. number of composed pieces 5x2500g 5x2500g 9x2500g

Oil consumption for 1000 pcs/h (l) 0,15 0,15 0,15

Regulation of weight manual motor motor

Knife drive actuator actuator pneumatic cylinder

nstalled power (kW) 2,1 2,4 2,4

DIMENSIONS

dimensions of the machine (mm) 1788x861x1613 1788x861x1613 1788x861x1613

dimensions of packed machine (mm) 1850x1030x1790 1850x1030x1790 1850x1030x1790

machine weight (kg) 870 870 870

machine weight (kg) 920 920 920

*Capacity depends on dough weight and type.
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